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Parodies
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Books to Forbidden Editions
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Introduction

Obscenity and parody were two crucial pillars on which late medieval 
and early modern joyful culture was built.1 Obscene texts and situations 
relying on an inversion of social and sexual norms were at the heart of 
festive events that included (but were not limited to) carnival celebra-
tions. These events started in the streets of major French-speaking cit-
ies in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and found their extension in 
printed books circulating the parodic texts that were performed at such 
occasions, or that contain obvious performative features even if we have 
no evidence of an actual performance.2 While not all such texts were 
obscene, some undeniably present different facets of what scholars today 
define as obscene, from a general sense of what should remain out of sight 
because it offends morality, to the more specific case of sexual obscenity.3 
I have previously studied two cases that illustrate this meeting point of 
joyful culture and obscenity. One was a joyful summons written by the 
Burgundian poet Jean Molinet in the late fifteenth century; the other was 
a series of joyful parades on the streets of Lyon in 1566. In both cases, 
parody is at play: Molinet parodies official summons such as could be 
issued by a king, to call to arms an army of female genitalia; the Lyon 
printers staged a charivari in which actors represented women physically 
abusing their husbands.4

I would like to further investigate the interconnection between sexual 
obscenity and parody in joyful texts of another register: parodies of legal 
acts published in the late sixteenth century and early seventeenth century, 
not just as another example taken from this vast corpus, but as evidence 
of another of its specificities, namely its complex editorial tradition.

To achieve this, we must in fact follow the editorial genealogy as far 
as the eighteenth century. The joyful texts that were printed in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries were fragile imprints. Produced in the 
form of short leaflets that were meant to be read for enjoyment and not 
necessarily to be kept in libraries, they belong to the category of imprints 
that were largely destroyed rather than preserved, along with similarly 
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short-lived imprints such as news books and broadsheets. It is therefore 
no surprise that so few have survived. But they also represent a long-lived 
genre: some of these joyful texts were reprinted in the eighteenth cen-
tury, which allows us to delineate a corpus of earlier prints that have, to 
some extent, been lost. To complete the analysis of the sixteenth-century 
imprints that have survived, we must therefore turn to eighteenth-century 
editions that allow us to reconstitute an earlier corpus of lost editions. 
We must also examine the question of the status of such books in their 
material and legal context of production. Only then can one begin to 
study texts that have hitherto been neglected by scholars, to understand 
the literary and social context of the production and reception of these 
books. A case in point are the parodies of legal acts passed before nota-
ries, in which a young woman rents out her body under a graphic lease-
hold, such as were printed in the early years of the seventeenth century.

Starting at the End: Eighteenth-Century Editions of Older 
Obscene Texts

Many editions of a text known as the Source et origine des cons sauvages 
(literally: “The source and origin of wild cunts”) were printed through-
out the eighteenth century.5 It is, in fact, composed of two parts:

• La source et origine des cons sauvages, a prose treatise with a pro-
logue and four chapters classifying vaginas in various categories and 
giving guidelines about which ones it is desirable for men to possess;

• Le bail notable et excellent  .  .  . d’une jeune dame aux beaux yeux 
de son devant (“The noteworthy and excellent lease of a beautiful-
eyed young woman given for her front side”), a parody in the prose 
of a notarial act, in which a young woman leases her vagina, with a 
description of it as a house that the tenant commits to maintaining in 
pristine condition.

Most of the eighteenth-century editions also add a third text that is some-
times also edited alone. La grande et véritable pronostication des cons 
sauvages (“The great and truthful prognostication of the wild cunts”) is 
a mock prognostication in verse, dividing the months of the year accord-
ing to their consequences for the good health of vaginas, followed by an 
obscene song dealing with syphilis.6

However, the Source et origine and the Pronostication are not isolated 
texts: they were part of a larger constellation of titles from which each 
eighteenth-century editor selected those he wanted to gather together in 
a new edition. In this larger group of texts, we notably find a Copie d’un 
bail à ferme faict par une jeune dame de son con pour six ans (“The copy 
of a farm lease given by a young woman on her cunt for six years”), a 
text similar to the Bail notable et excellent cited earlier, as well as other 
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parodic treatises, contracts and poems on the anatomy of women, but 
also more generally on Carnival. A Procez et amples examinations sur la 
vie de Caresme-Prenant (“Lawsuit against Shrovetide and full examina-
tion of his life”) seems to have often been used to solidify the corpus as 
the first piece of the collection, in many surviving copies. It is also quite 
clear that eighteenth-century publishers used each other’s editions to rep-
licate the texts. These books did not belong to the imprints protected by a 
privilege, that was an authorisation to publish the book delivered by the 
authorities, that also guaranteed the exclusivity of the publication for a 
period of time. It was therefore easy for new publishers to borrow from 
one such anonymously produced imprint to make a new edition, without 
worrying about either the original publisher’s or the author’s privilege or 
consent to reuse the text.

What many of these editions have in common, is that their title pages 
display commercial details borrowed from early seventeenth-century 
editions. According to the information thus provided, La source et orig-
ine des cons sauvages was first printed in Lyon, by Jean de la Montagne 
in 1610; the Copie d’un bail à ferme faict par une jeune dame in Paris, 
by Pierre Viart, in 1606; and the Procez de Caresme-Prenant in Paris 
by an anonymous printer in 1605. These editions are often catalogued 
under these names and dates in libraries, but upon studying them, one 
discovers that they are not in fact seventeenth-century editions of these 
texts, but instead are all copies of eighteenth-century imprints. Besides, 
Jean de la Montagne and Pierre Viart are not known to have been print-
ers or publishers in the early seventeenth century. The name Pierre Viart 
could be an allusion to a Paris printer who was active at the beginning 
of the sixteenth century, but also a facetious pseudonym alluding to 
the “vit,” one of the often-used French synonyms of penis in the litera-
ture of the time. The name Jean de la Montagne (“John of the Moun-
tain”) could similarly play on the contrast between the sophisticated 
city of Lyon and the wilderness of a mountain environment—a name 
also reflecting the wilderness evoked in the title of the book, referring 
to ‘wild’ vaginas.

These eighteenth-century editions were certainly using false title pages 
to protect their publishers: the obscene texts fall into the category of 
illicit literature that was censored at the time, and was therefore pub-
lished in the Low Countries or in Switzerland, or in a clandestine manner 
in France, before being sold under the counter.7 By creating editions that 
pretended to be older than they were, their publishers probably sought 
to cover their tracks and escape censorship rather than truly convince 
censors and buyers that they were century-old imprints. Although the 
material features of these books, such as the quality and cleanliness of 
the paper, betrayed their newness, the false addresses nevertheless offered 
a cloak of anonymity to their printers and publishers. The reference to 
older editions may also have been a facetious game with the readers, as 
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well as a subtle attack on contemporary censorship, by referring to a 
period in which it was not prohibited to produce and read such books.

One should not however conclude too hastily that the eighteenth- 
century title pages referring to seventeenth-century imprints were 
entirely invented by their publishers. On some of these title pages we 
find mentions of earlier established publishers, such as Jean III Petit in 
Rouen and later his widow, who had indeed published such texts in the 
seventeenth century: an edition of the Procez de Caresme-Prenant was 
printed for the “Veuve Jean Petit” in 1612.8 Moreover, there was a wider 
trend in the eighteenth century of re-editing late medieval and early mod-
ern texts, based on sixteenth-century editions.9 For instance, the printer 
and publisher Antoine-Urbain I Coustelier (active 1712–1724) created 
a series published with a privilege of the works of notable Renaissance 
poets. The corpus included Clément Marot, Jean Molinet and Guillaume 
Coquillart, as well an edition of the Maître Pathelin farces, although 
these editions do not include obscene literature. Coustelier thus pub-
lished works that partly belong to the joyful literature of the sixteenth 
century. In his introductory dedication to the Coquillart volume, Cous-
telier presents an interesting account of how he worked to prepare re-
editions of these works:

Les Editions de Galiot du Pré & de Jehan Longis, dont la premiere 
est tres-bien imprimée & tres-estimée des curieux, sont celles que 
nous avons euës devant les yeux en travaillant à cette nouvelle 
Edition; nous avons tiré de l’Edition in 4° gothique chez Allain 
Lotrian quelques pieces qui sont constamment de Coquillart, & qui 
manquent dans toutes les autres Editions, nous n’avons pas méme 
negligé d’en faire imprimer quelques autres que la meme Edition 
attribuë à Coquillart, qui pourroient bien n’être pas sortis de sa 
plume. Quant à l’orthographe & à la mesure des Vers de Coquil-
lart, qui sont l’un & l’autre dans un tres-grand desordre, nous n’y 
avons fait aucun changement, & cette conduite nous a été singuli-
erement prescrite par toutes les personnes versées dans ce genre de 
littérature.10

[The editions by Galiot du Pré and Jean Longis, of which the first 
is finely printed and very esteemed by collectors, are the ones I had 
before me while working on this new edition. I have taken from the 
gothic quarto edition printed for Alain Lotrian some poems that are 
regularly attributed to Coquillart and that are lacking in all other 
editions, and I have also included some other poems from the same 
edition that are attributed to Coquillart, even though he may not 
have penned them. As for the spelling and the rhythm of Coquillart’s 
verses, which are both rather chaotic, I have not modified them in 
any way. This way of dealing with the text was prescribed by all 
people who are knowledgeable in this type of literature.]
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This editorial approach seems to have been common to many eighteenth-
century publishers, whether out of scholarly rigour, as is the case for 
Coustelier, or because it was the easiest way to quickly produce a new 
edition. It is undeniable that the first eighteenth-century publisher of the 
Source et origine des cons sauvages had at his disposal an original ver-
sion of the Pronostication des cons sauvages from the sixteenth century 
or early seventeenth century, on which to base his own re-edition. If we 
consider for instance the copy from the Bibliothèque Nationale de France 
cited earlier (Res 8-Z-DON-594 (413)), it is apparent that not only is the 
text with its specific sixteenth-century linguistic features strictly main-
tained, but also that the page layout points towards an older edition that 
still exists.

Going Back to the Source: Preserved and Lost Editions 
of the Cons Sauvages

The page layout of the Pronostication des cons sauvages as it was 
reprinted in the eighteenth century in fact closely follows that which was 
used in an edition published before or around 1550 by Yves Gomont in 
Rouen.11 This edition is typical of the short joyful books produced in the 
sixteenth century. A slim octavo, gothic imprint, it republished an ear-
lier, slightly different version of the Pronostication, probably printed in 
Lyon or in Normandy in the 1520s.12 The current condition of this copy 
of Gomont’s edition is rather poor and it has been recut to fit into the 
composite volume in which it is now found. This makes it impossible to 
verify the imprint’s signatures and other material details that could other-
wise indicate if Gomont’s prognostication was published as a stand-alone 
piece. The first page does not resemble title pages as they gradually took 
shape throughout the sixteenth century, but this is not surprising, since 
Gomont’s book follows the fashion of gothic imprints. These tended to 
retain archaic features from the incunabula era, sometimes starting the 
text directly under the title, rather than giving the book a separate title 
page.13 The number of pages is a good indication that the book would 
have been printed as a stand-alone imprint: its 4 leaves (8 pages) are the 
standard length of such cheap octavo pamphlets as they could be printed 
on just half a printer’s sheet, to save printing costs and time. Other books 
published by Gomont survive that were similar in format and in con-
tent. It was common for booksellers to sell these booklets separately or 
bound together, since they form a coherent collection, depending on the 
wishes and the financial resources of the buyer. Other publishers simi-
larly offered re-editions of such joyful booklets towards the end of the 
sixteenth century and at the beginning of the seventeenth century in Paris 
and in Rouen. One of these Rouen publishers, Nicolas Lescuyer, special-
ised in this type of production, producing booklets in separate editions 
as well as in numbered leaflets that were meant to be sold and bound 
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together.14 This may very well have been the case for the Source et origine 
des cons sauvages and the Pronostication too. Even if we have lost track 
of such volumes, they may have been sold bound together, since their 
contents were so complementary.

My hypothesis is that the edition of the Pronostication which the first 
eighteenth-century publisher copied for its re-edition, was preceded by 
the Source et origine and by the Bail notable et excellent, all gathered 
together either in one edition, or as copies bound together in one volume, 
that was faithfully copied from the Gomont edition at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century and printed under the name “Jean de la Mon-
tagne.” A textual detail also points towards the existence of a volume 
gathering these texts as early as the sixteenth century. The Gomont ver-
sion of the prognostication mentions the Abbot of the Conards, a joy-
ful group active in Rouen at the time, in its title (the prognostication is 
“newly printed under the authority of the Abbot of the Conards).”15 The 
Bail notable et excellent, which immediately precedes the prognostication 
in the eighteenth-century edition, is signed by a “Venerable Docteur (en 
Conardise) duquel je ne scay le nom” (“a venerable doctor (in Conardise 
[the realm of the Conards]) whose name I don’t know).” The text of the 
Bail notable et excellent ends with the mention “fin sans fin, attendez la 
farce” (“ending without an end, stay for the farce),” which suggests that 
another theatrical text is expected to follow.16 The references to the realm 
of the Conards and to the performative nature of these texts seem to me 
to be conclusive clues that connect the Source and the Bail to the Pronos-
tication and to the same milieu of production, in a larger set of joyful edi-
tions made for Yves Gomont in Rouen around 1550, and subsequently 
re-edited by other publishers.17

One can thus reconstruct the possible transmission of the three texts 
as follows:

Figure 16.1 Reconstruction of the editorial tradition of the Cons sauvages

Although there is no direct evidence of early editions of the Copie d’un 
bail à ferme faict par une jeune dame, following this reasoning we can 
similarly postulate the existence of an imprint made by or for a certain 
“Pierre Viart” in 1606 in Paris, that may even stem from an older text. 
While the numerous eighteenth-century editions of these obscene texts 
attest to the long-lasting popularity of such texts, the poor survival of 
older editions is not surprising. Because they were slim, small imprints 
made for leisurely reading, they were particularly prone to destruc-
tion through use.18 Their format made them more fragile than a heavy, 
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well-bound volume. They could be placed in a pocket, passed on to mul-
tiple readers or read in a group in places such as inns, outdoor gatherings 
or simple homes, where they might be torn or fall onto a dirt floor and 
be stained, or read in the cleanliness and quiet of the personal library 
of a richer reader. Some of these imprints have survived only because 
they were recycled as reinforcing paper in other books’ bindings.19 In 
that sense, many of the copies of such books which have survived intact 
are unrepresentative of their intended use, because they were bound 
relatively quickly after their production without having been intensively 
manipulated. This treatment possibly reflected an intent to keep rather 
than to read the texts. Did the eighteenth-century publishers use such vol-
umes for their re-editions, or did they have worn-out copies at their dis-
posal, that were discarded after they had served as a model for these new 
publications? This is a question that must for now remain unanswered. 
Another question is of importance: did the obscene topics of these texts 
have an influence on how they were produced, read and collected in the 
sixteenth century?

Flirting With the Illicit?: the Legal Status of Joyful 
Obscene Imprints in the Sixteenth Century

While, as mentioned earlier, joyful, obscene books ended up in the illicit 
circuit of forbidden literature in the eighteenth century, their situa-
tion was very different in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 
To understand this, it is worth underlining the legal framework of the 
publishing system in that period. A privilege system was generalised in 
France in the second half of the sixteenth century. It became a tool for 
the religious and lay authorities to control the content of books that were 
published, although it was first conceived by the book world as a way 
of protecting the work and income of printers and publishers against 
concurrent editions.20 Joyful books generally do not bear any mention of 
these privileges. As long as they were not compulsory, one can assume it 
was not worth it for the publisher to ask for one, because producing these 
cheap, slim books was neither an expensive nor a time-consuming and 
labour-intensive process. A rival edition would not necessarily undermine 
the selling of a cheap booklet with such an appealing topic.

Although they were ubiquitous, the obscenity of some of these texts 
may well have raised eyebrows. This is how Malcolm Jones analyses a 
letter by Calvin to Lambert Daniel evoking the Sorbonne’s condemnation 
of various obscene books in 1533 (including Rabelais’ own Pantagruel). 
Jones proposes that the Sylva cunnorum evoked in the letter is none other 
than the Pronostication des cons sauvages.21 If this is the case, the let-
ter documents a rare instance of attempting to censor a joyful imprint 
in these years—albeit not a very successful one, since we know that the 
text was reprinted for Yves Gomont before 1550. While we know of 
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numerous cases of censorship of texts for performances (or else their 
manuscript texts) attacking religion or the clergy, examples of censor-
ing a performance for its sexual obscenity are very rare indeed.22 To my 
knowledge, apart from the Sylva cunnorum, there are no cases of for-
bidding a joyful book for its sexual content after it was printed in that 
period. Later in the sixteenth century, the Index of the Catholic Church 
would mention obscenity as a reason to censor a book. The seventh rule 
of application of the Index in its 1564 version states:

libri, qui res lascivas, seu obscoenas ex professo tractant, narrant, aut 
docent, cum non solum fidei, sed et morum, qui hujusmodi librorum 
lectione facile corrumpi solent, ratio habenda sit, omnino prohiben-
tur. Et eos habuerint, severe ab espiscopis puniantur.23

[Books that ostensibly deal with, narrate or teach lascivious or 
obscene topics (since reason should be considered not only for faith, 
but also for morals, that could easily be corrupted by reading these 
books), should be entirely forbidden. And those who possess them, 
should be severely punished by the bishops.]

However, despite this clear prohibition by Church authorities, and even 
when privileges became compulsory in the second half of the sixteenth 
century, publishing light literature that could include sexual obscenity 
does not seem to have been a major issue, contrary to books with a reli-
gious topic, in the troubled context of the French Wars of Religion. This 
is well illustrated by the career of Jean III Petit in Rouen. While Petit, a 
Protestant, was regularly questioned by judicial authorities for publish-
ing religious and satirical libels, his production of light prose and poetry 
(among which the Rabelais ressuscité by Nicolas de Horry in 1611) does 
not seem to have raised any concern.24

The number of joyful imprints, often published with real commercial 
details and addresses (as is the case for Yves Gomont and Jean III Petit), 
especially towards the end of the sixteenth century, leads one to think 
that censors were primarily occupied with preventing the publication 
of political and religious satire, rather than literary works containing 
graphic bodily descriptions or encouraging promiscuity. The situation 
seems only to have shifted at the beginning of the seventeenth century, 
with the disappearance of commercial details and the appearance of false 
addresses on joyful books, when more severe regulations on publishing 
were concomitant with a change of taste among readers.

Readers and Lessons of the Cons Sauvages

To understand the ubiquity of obscene, joyful imprints until the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century, one must not only consider whether their 
production was allowed by the religious and lay authorities. It is also 
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crucial to understand how these texts were perceived in the milieus in 
which they were produced, and for which audiences they were intended. 
The two texts I now want to focus on, the two leases granted by young 
women for their sex, are exemplary of the parodic acts that were writ-
ten and published in that period to entertain readers of all social strata. 
As I have shown elsewhere, some of these texts even mention the type of 
audience that is expected to buy and read these imprints. One of them 
mentions a rather mixed audience of “lords, merchants and clergymen/
who will read this little book.” The anonymous author adds that he 
wrote it to infuriate women—signalling that they too were expected to 
read it.25 The explicit of the Pronostication des cons sauvages mentions 
the “bourgeoisie” of Rouen, for whom Gomont intended it.26 It seems 
that such parodic texts were appreciated by a large audience, without 
distinction of social or education level, although one can deduce that they 
were written and particularly enjoyed by jurists, who could appreciate all 
the subtleties of the legal parody they present.27

Although we lack data because of the anonymity of most of the texts 
which survive, the Formulaire fort récréatif de tous contrats . . . fait par 
Bredin le Cocu, written by Benoît du Troncy (first published in Lyon in 
1593) illustrates how such texts could be composed by and for jurists. 
Du Troncy, a notary in Lyon, indicates in the introduction of this series 
of parodic acts that he wrote them to “educate and enlighten a young 
clerk, who has just finished the first part of his curriculum,” so that he 
can learn, by reading these parodies, how to compose serious testaments 
and other legal acts.28

This context of production and the audience that was originally tar-
geted by the authors of these works justify reading our first obscene 
lease contract, the Copie d’un bail, in a similar manner to that pro-
posed for the causes grasses studied by Marie Bouhaïk-Gironès. The 
causes grasses, short texts found in the archives of the Parliament of 
Paris, were an exercise for young clerks training to become lawyers, 
in which they wrote a plea with an obscene topic for Shrovetide. One 
such cause shows two lawyers pleading for their clients, two “honest” 
women living in a brothel, looking to resolve their quarrel over a man.29 
The Copie d’un bail presents a similar situation: a notary, known as 
David Bontemps (a name often used in joyful literature30), draws up a 
lease contract for an unnamed young woman. She will rent her “con,” 
described as a small house with a garden, to an unnamed tenant, for 
six years, provided that he will pay the rent on time and take good care 
of the leased good. He will, for instance, tend the garden and cut its 
hair twice a year to avoid it becoming infested with lice. The contract 
shows, in fact, a woman engaged in prostitution (whether it was a new 
or customary activity for her) giving a customer exclusive access to her 
vagina, for a set period of time. This same scenario is presented in the 
Bail notable, but its insertion between the Source et origine des cons 
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sauvages and the Pronostication des cons sauvages in the editions that 
have survived complexifies the meaning of the obscenity that is at play 
in that particular text.

For a start, the text is more complex. Although it describes the same 
situation, the Bail notable is three times longer than the Copie d’un bail. 
The beginning is quite similar: the female protagonist, referred to as 
Dame de Jeunesse aux beaux yeux (“the Lady of Youth with beauti-
ful eyes”), agrees to lease her vagina to Simphorien de la Fesse, maistre 
aprenty de remuër trippes (“Symphorien of Buttock, master apprentice 
in the art of stirring tripes/guts,” a craft that of course has a double culi-
nary and sexual meaning). This is followed by a description of the leased 
property and a mention of the tenant’s obligation to take good care of it 
and to visit and sweep it regularly. The addition here consists of an extra 
clause. To ensure that the tenant will indeed return the Con in good con-
dition, he binds to the contract his own place, the Couillard, that is to say 
his testicles. The description insists here not on the payment the tenant 
will give to the landlady (which is not evoked in the contract), but on the 
reciprocity of good care the man and the woman will ensure of their part-
ner’s genitals, and the regularity of the promised intercourse. In short, in 
both rental contracts, and more clearly in the second one, although the 
initial situation is that of paid sex, the contractual agreement accentuates 
the agency of the woman who takes the initiative of renting her body, 
and sets clear conditions about the way it and therefore she should be 
treated. Not only should her lover see to her bodily hygiene,31 he also 
commits to regularly giving her pleasure. The woman, in short, remains 
grande Maistresse de son con (“great mistress of her sex”), and of her 
body.32

In addition to this, the insertion of the Bail notable et excellent in the 
sequence inaugurated by the Source et origine des cons sauvages adds a 
moral layer to the obscenity of all the texts printed together in this com-
pilation. As mentioned before, the Source et origine is a treatise in four 
chapters, that describes vaginas by classifying them in different anatomi-
cal and medical categories. Its introduction announces that it is supposed 
to help men choose the right vagina, but also to help widows decide 
whether they should have intercourse again after the death of their hus-
band. The Pronostication des cons sauvages which follows gives indica-
tions about how vaginas react to the different seasons of the year, and 
is concluded by a song that warns readers of the dangers of having sex 
indiscriminately. They should first inspect the lady’s private parts, to spot 
whether they are at risk of catching syphilis, or “Neapolitan disease” 
(mal de Naples) as it was known in the sixteenth century, and as the 
text’s explicit reminds us: Ce Livre-cy fut composé/A Naples au pays de 
suerie (“This book was composed/in Naples, the country of sweats).”33 
The threat of syphilis was already evoked in the Source et origine des 
cons sauvages.
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A logical sequence thus emerges from these assembled texts for the 
(male) reader: once he has identified which vagina he should choose, and 
the periods of the year in which he should have sex, he must also check 
whether his partner is in good health, and draw up a contract with her so 
that she agrees to give her body exclusively to him, a sure means of pro-
tecting oneself against sexually transmitted diseases. While the advice is 
clearly directed more to men than to women, despite what the introduc-
tion of the Source et origine promises to widows, the female perspective 
is not absent from the texts, as I have shown in the way the sections of the 
contract of the Bail notable et excellent are detailed. Despite the objec-
tification of the female body in the description of the vaginas, female 
pleasure is touched upon (albeit somewhat in passing) in these texts. 
Moreover, the moral undertone of the texts as well as the larger vision 
of sexual relationships in joyful literature lay the accent on sexual reci-
procity and exclusivity. If men want to avoid catching the great pox, not 
only should they carefully select their female partner and set down their 
relationship in a contract, but they should also satisfy them so that they 
are not tempted to find pleasure with other men.

Conclusion

Studying the editorial tradition and production logic of obscene, joyful 
texts written in the sixteenth century, allows us to contextualise both 
their origins and their reception. Because of the difficulty establishing the 
existence of the first editions, it is enlightening to look not only for these 
first and often lost originals, but also to consider the chain of transmis-
sion of these texts. This, in turn, enables us to retrace the milieus in which 
they were most likely to have been produced and circulated.

Considering the material context of these texts in the surviving volumes 
also allows us to understand the unexpected process of moralisation of 
obscenity that is at play in sixteenth-century imprints. Taken separately, 
these texts build up a corpus of very diverse parodic rewritings: legal and 
official acts, prognostications, proclamations and declamations, etc., that 
put forward their joyful and disruptive nature. When rearranged in a 
fixed published collection, they proffer more paradoxical moral views on 
sexual conduct. A deeper message of moderation appears when one care-
fully reads beyond the license to copulate that is granted by the parodic 
contracts signed by the sexual partners.

Finally, studying the long life of joyful books provides clues about the 
way in which new meanings could be reinjected into such texts through-
out the early modern period and the Enlightenment era. While remaining 
unchanged in their textual characteristics, obscene texts of the Renais-
sance were associated with a new, pornographic corpus in the eighteenth 
century, thanks to the new editions that were made. Through a particu-
larly creative process of compilation and recombination, their re-editions 
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kept a certain urgency for new groups of readers with renewed (im)moral 
agendas. That these obscene texts were versatile enough in their stylistic 
and material features to appeal to new generations of readers, is also 
proven by a further link in the publishing chain: the editions that were 
produced even later, in the nineteenth and in the twentieth centuries—an 
obscene chain that will be the topic of my future investigations.
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